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lO the body: the key concePts

PROCESS
The key concept elaboľated in this section isprocess, which is distinguished fľom

the body as substdnce oľ singulaľ, bounded entity. In Chapteľ 4 we exploľed the way

in which a Fľench sociologist, Bľuno Latour (2OO4), appľoached the sęnse of smell

by consideľing the way in which the body of the peľfumeľ becomes connectęd to

vaľious aľtefacts and techniques which allow him oľ heľ to finely discľiminate smells'

One of the techniques that Latour exploľes is the 'odouľ kit', which, he aľgues,

allows oľ enables the body to become moľe and mofe awaľe of subtle nuances in

smell. Latour dľaws on the concept of articuktion, which he takes fľom the wľitings

of the nineteenth-centuľy Ameľican philosopheľ and psychologist \ illiam James

(lg)z). \X/illiam James did not see 'the self' as a fixed oľ selĹenclosed bounded

entity and exploľed the potential univeľse of becoming a self thľough his woľk

on the 'subliminal sęlf'. The teľm 'subliminal' ľefeľs to expeľiencęs that tend to

exist outside of ouľ conscious peľception, much like the Aha expeľience that we

explored in the Introduction. This is when we work thľough a problem without

being consciously a]Mare we aľe doing so (peľhaps even whilst sleeping), and the

solution might suddenly come to us 'in a flasľť' The 'subliminal self' foľ James was

the hoľizon of possibilities that could be actualized but exist in the backgľound

of our thought Pľocesses. Some possibilities aľe ľęalized and otheľs ľemain as an

excess. This was captuľed by James with his notion of a 'stľeam of consciousness'.

This describes the continual flow of ideas, affects, feelings, belięfs, memoľięs and

peľceptions thľough ouľ consciousness ev n though we might not be awaľe of'

explicitly focus on oľ attend'to this stľeam' This notion of a continual'stľeam of

consciousness' ľecognizes the multiple possibilities of becorning a selĹ oľ possible

selves that potentially could be actualized oľ ľealized. The self foľ James was a sęlf

that was connected and peľmeable to this 'outside' of possibilities meaning that it

cou|d neveľ be thought of as interioľ and closed (in contrast to the individualized,

autonomous selí foľ example)' Thus, to be articulated is to be open to connection'

thus incľeasing the potential of bodies to be movęd and to leaľn to be affected. In

this foľmulation, ieaľning is not a cognitive skill developed and undeľtaken by a

bľain oľ mind, but ľatheľ denotes the capacity of bodies to acquiľe moľę and moľe

connęctions to aľtefacts, techniques and pľactices. It is the conjoining oľ coupling

of bodies with pľactices and techniques that allow foľ what we might undeľstand in

this context to be theiľ cognitive development.

The focus in this v/oľk on bodies-in-pľocess ľatheľ than the body as a stable

entity points towaľds the multipliciĺy and mouement that characteľizes mateľiality

oľ coľpoľealiry. Maxine Sheets_Johnston aľgues that the coľpoľeal turn ecross the

humanities (that is, the tuľn to the body and body theoľy) should be compľised of a

paľticular kind of coľpoľeal tuľn: that we should 'be mindful of movement' (1999:
xviii)' Foľ Sheets-Johnston, consciousness is always a coľpoľeal oľ kinesthetic (see

Chapter 3) consciousness that is cľeated thľough the movements of singulaľ and
multiple bodies thľough space and time. Theľefore, to 'think the body' ľequiľes a
'thinking in movement'. As she suggests' 'thinking and movement are not sepaľate
happenings but aľe aspects of a kinetic bodily logos attuned to an evolving dynamic
situatioď (Sheets-Johnston 1999: xxxi). Bodies do not ľemain fixed or static but aľe

mediated by pľocesses and pľactices that pľoduce dynamic points of inteľsection and
connection. The emphasis of woľk on bodies-in-pľocess ĺs not the body composed
of paľticulaľ paľts' oľgans oľ entities. This is what Nikolas Rose (2Oo7) teľms a
molarview of the body.'lhe usę of the teľm molar referc to some of the conventional
ways we might ľefeľ to ouľ own bodies, as being composed oľ made up of tissues,
bones, limbs, blood, hoľmones and so on. !(/e might then attempt to modify aspects
of these entities thľough diet and exeľcise, foľ example. The focus on pľocess is
on cornposing ľatheľ than coĺnposed, pre-formed' entities, The focus on composing
looks at how bodięs become assembled in particulaľ ways through theiľ coupling
oľ conjoining with paľticulaľ objects, pfactices' techniques and aľtęfacts such that
they are always bodies in the making ľather than being ready-made' Let us take
anotheľ example of this pľocessual view of the body by consideľing a paľticulaľ
body/technology assemblage, that is, the body as it might be enacted oľ peľfoľmed
thľough dance. The following section will consideľ how we might appľoach dance
thľough a focus on bodies-in-process' or what I have also called thę composing rathet
than czru?lsed body. \xr'e will consider recent woľk that has engaged with the dance
known as Aľgentine Tängo thľough this model.

THE BODY.IN-MOVEMENT
Tängo is evoked thľough a politics of touch that ľesides in the intent listening
to(waľd) an otheľ. This attention to a gestuľe caľľied within the movements
of the body is a listening that carves space in time with ouľ sensing bodies in
movement. In the best cases, there is not one dance to be danced, but a myľiad of
possibilities geneľated by rwo bodies' often foľeign to one anotheq touching one

anotheľ. I lead, you follow, yet even as I lead, I follow your ľesponse' intľigued
by the manneľ in which we interprct one anotheľ, suľpľised at the intentness
with which ouľ bodies ľespond to each otheľ. (Manning2OO7: 17)

'sŕe might think of leaľning to dance as a kind of appľenticeship, much like be_

coming a peľfumeľ, that demands a paľticulaľ kind of knowledge and leaľning.'We
might be pľepaľed to think of the body as a malleable entity in the sense that we
aľe opęn to seeing changes thľough our leaľning to dance, peľhaps in ouľ postuľe,
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bľeathing, musculatuľe ancĺ bocly language, foľ example. \ /e might also be pľeparecĺ
to accept that leaľning to clance is not about the isolatecl, singulaľ, moiaľ bocĺy
but ľequiľes a conjoining witlr otheľs, human ancl ľlon-lruman. Tlris might be a
partneľ' a specific paiľ of shoes, a cĺesignatecl clance space' a music system' a space
to change anci use the toilet ancl so on. Some foľms of clance, like ballet, ľequiľe
the cĺanceľ to develop the capacíty to ignoľe pailr, hungeľ ancĺ exhaustion (Aalten
2007). Thus some foľms of clance might be maľkecl by tlre associatiorr of paľticular
states of being, such as exhaustion arld hunger, witlr paľticulaľ aesthetic shapes and
bocly foľms, sttclr as the light' slencĺeľ' bocly of tlrc female ballet darrceľ. Tilis rniglrt
involve cleveloping a ľelationship oľ oľientation to the body in which one views the
body as an instľumental rnachine that can be denied food oľ wheľe pain ancl injtrľy
can be overľidderr. As Aalten aľgues, the ability to contľol one's appetite ancl to go
without foocĺ in oľcĺeľ to ľeach the ideal of the disembodiecl woman was all p"',, of
the socialization ofthe danceľ' (2OO7:1 18). This appľoach to daľlce, chaľacteľistic of
woľk within the sociology of the body which we exploľed in Chapteľ 1 , focuses upon
the cultuľal pľactices an<l bocĺy techniques that allow paľticulaľ kincĺs of .orpoi."l
tľansfoľmation. As Nick Cľossley' argues''the concept of body techniques poses the
questíon ofthe evolution ofpaľticulaľ uses ofthe body' (2OO7:92)'That is, dance as
a paľticulaľ set of body techniques and pľactices can tell us about how bodies can be
modifiecĺ, alteľecl and tľansfoľmęd.

Howeveľ, a focus solely on body techniques and practices' Cľossley suggests, misses
out an important component of the composing body oľ bodies-in-pľocess. That is'
the more sensual and feit components of learning to be affected and' becomiłlg, in
this context, a clancer. This might involve cĺeveloping a bodily sensitivity oľ openness
to connection that cannot be found in manuals or taught by instruction, commancl
oľ even example. This is the ŕocus of a ľecent book by Erin Mannin g (2OO7), Poĺitics
of Tbuch: Sense, Mouełnent, Souereigłlt\, that consicleľs what the body drn when it
leaľns Argentine Lngo. The book focuses on how bodies change, alteľ and tľansfoľm
not just thľough actirrg upon theiľ physicality thľough body techniques, but how
they aľe modified and tľansformecl äs a result of touch'(Manning2007: xi)' The
conception of touch that Manning develops does not view touch as a physical sense,
but is closeľ to the ľeformtrlations of touch that we exploľed in Chapteľ 4, thľough
the idea of skin knowleclge. This is, a concept that ľefers to a diffeľenikincl of bodily
knowing oľ awaľeness that moves beyond seeing touch as a iiteľal, lrľute, physical
sense (Howes2005; see chapter 4). The version of touch that Manning J.u.lop.
ľelates to a 'sensing body' that is always in movement. Touch, Manníng holds, is a
relatiotlal sense. Touch connects us to otheľs and is also a registeľ th.ough which we
aľe aľticulated with otheľs. Manning uses the concept of aľticulation, in a similaľ
way to Bľuno Latouľ' to refeľ to all those possible ľelational connections that exist

ancl which clrange ancĺ alteľ boclies as they move aľld seĺrse il-l the woľlcl. It is tlrľough
this openness to possible ľelational connections that woľlcls aľe cľeated ancĺ bodies
become. ln this view, we are not talking about the coupling of a stable' pľeformecl
body with anothet', human oľ non-human, but ľatheľ ,l-'. soay as a process that is
contintrally in the malring. T]re bocĺy is always co_constittrtecĺ thľough its ľelations
with otheľs, lruman and non-human.

Manning dľaws ot-l a ľange of concepts found in the philosophy of Deleuze ancl
Grrattaľi (I9B7), Simonclon (1992) ancl Bľian Massumi (zooza and 2002b) to
develop Aľgentine Täĺrgc as a figuľation foľ thinking thľough the processułt bod\.
The concept of figłľation comes fľom the wľitings of th. f.-"ĺnirt pĹilo.oph.. Ro.i
Bľaidotti (2002) and the feminist science stucĺies wľiteľ Donn" H"."*"y (2004).
A figuľation is the act of foľming something into a paľticulaľ shape and is usually
used to ľefeľ to the patteľn, foľm oľ outline that occuľs as the endpoint of this
pľocess' Haľaway uses the concept of figuľation as a heuľistic cĺevice oľ thirlking
tool foľ dľawing attention to some of the patterns ancĺ ľepetitions that chaľacteľize
what she teľms ouľ inheľited thinking on paľticular .ubj..t.. These might be the
idea that we aľe sepaľate' bounded inclivicĺuals who can Ĺe clearly delineated fľom
otheľ.s: machine and animal, for example' Foľ this, Haľaway G9;1) mobilized the
c1boľg as a figuľation foľ moving beyoncĺ the idea of sepaľation berween human and
machine. Tlre cyboľg is paľt maclrine' paľt human, a strangle coupling in which
neitheľ human noľ machine can be diffeľentiated oľ findly lettled. Manning uses
the concept of Aľgentine Tängo as a figuľation foľ makingvisible some of ouľ in-
heľited assumptions about the body ancl the senses, which the dance challenges in
the way it is taught and expeľiencęd. These aľe that the senses can be located within
a singulaľ, molaĄ bounded body, and that bodies aľe static, pľe-foľmecĺ entities.
She aľgues that Aľgentine Tängo discloses the ways in which Ĺodies aľe always in
excess of themselves, and theľefoľe multiple'As she says, 'ther.e is moľe than on. *"y
foľ a body to become' (Manning 2OO7: xx). Touch discloses these potentia1ities foľ
multiple body-assemblages and Aľgentine Tängo pľovid.. .n irrt..".ting figuľation
because it is basecl upon impľovisation and, aľguably, can only be leaľnt ih.ough
sensing the otheľ and the profound ľelational connecťion that ties you togetheľ in
the dance.

BODIES WITHOUT ORGANS
One of the concepts centľal to Manningb woľk, and to that of many otheľ schoiaľs
interested in the pľocessual body, is the concept of BwOs (Bodies without Oľgans)
deľived fľom the philosophical wľitings of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattaľi (1987) .
This section will explain this impoľtant concept and' ľelate it to the concept of
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